
Packaging Consumption Tax

Used in the scenario “Packaging Consumption Tax” on the first tab, this inter-
vention reduces consumption only in the packaging sector based on a conversion
from size of tax to expected reduction in consumption.

1 Introduction
In addition to making assumptions within the modeling, this intervention relies
on information external to the model in order to convert from size of tax to
expected reduction.

1.1 Assumptions
• The change in consumption to the change in waste generation is subject to

lifecycle distribution delays.
• The only change in consumption due to this intervention will be in the

packaging space.
• Decreases in consumption of plastic packaging will not cause appreciable

increases in the consumption of other non-packaging plastic goods.
• The behavior response to a tax on plastic packaging in general will be

similar to the behavior response seen in a tax on plastic bags.
• The tax rate x will be different in different regions.
• The tax rate x is expressed as USD per article in all regions.
• There is a fit function y converting from x to change in consumption.

1.2 External knowledge
This considers a variety of data sources on existing packaging consumption taxes.
Specifically, note that there have been multiple examples types of taxes applied
to single use plastic items like plastic bags across regions (Carr 2020; 2021a;
2011; n.d.a; n.d.b; 2021b; n.d.c; 2022; Boland 2022; Wang and Karasik 2022;
Anastasio and Nix 2022; Licollari 2023). Though information is available on
multiple types of taxes, this intervention gives particular attention to plastic bag
taxes paid by consumers.
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2 Primary impact
This intervention assumes a change in packaging only:

Cpackaging = Cpackaging − ∆packaging

This delta is found through the following formula:

∆packaging = y(t) ∗ Cpackaging

This formula includes a mixture of parameters given by external literature and
user configuration. Note that ∆packaging requires propagation across waste and
imports as described below.

2.1 Consumption impact modeling
To determine the change in consumption function for a tax rate y(t), a fit model
is used.

2.1.1 Non-linearity

Though few data points are available, observed data show non-linearity. For
example, consider the expected tax (USD cents) required to achieve 50% reduction
in consumption by linearly extrapolating each region’s low, middle, and high tax
example.

High Middle Low
China 4.38 4.67 5.00
EU30 28.42 12.88 3.52
NAFTA 6.13 5.11 5.95
RoW 2.78 2.71 2.08

Some regions like the EU30, in particular, show signs of large non-linearity. This
may arise out of different price sensitivities and consumer behaviors that are
regionally-specific.

2.1.2 Fit models

All this in mind, the function y has a number of expectations:

• The function is only valid within a domain that maps to the range 0 to 1.
• The domain must be positive.
• The function needs to be monotonic in that range.
• A zero cent tax would result in no reduction in consumption.
• There’s evidence of non-linearity but potentially different degrees in differ-

ent regions.
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To meet these constraints, a curve is fit for y(t) = max(min(ta ∗ b, 1), 0):

a b
China 1.14 0.09
EU30 0.13 0.56
NAFTA 0.83 0.12
RoW 0.86 0.22

These result in the following curves:

Figure 1: Chart showing the default fit curves used in the tool for consumption
tax impact.

Absent additional information, this curve-fitting approach provides a reasonable
starting point based on observed evidence. However, note that we remain
skeptical about out of sample prediction. Consider the following “high” tax
examples for each region:
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Percent Decrease Tax per Article in USD Cents
China 80% 7
EU 95% 54
NAFTA 82% 10
RoW 90% 5

Therefore, the user receives a warning in the UI if they simulate tax levels above
these tax levels and the scenarios shown to the user on the overview tab stay
within sample.

3 Secondary impact
The reduction ∆packaging is distributed proportionally across waste within the
region:

Wfate = Wfate − Wfate

Wtotal
∗ ∆packaging

This change in waste is subject to lifecycle distribution delays though, in this
case, only a single sector is impacted. Note that imports also change as a result
of reduced consumption:

Timport = Timport − Timport

Ctotal
∗ ∆packaging

Here C is all input plastics (consumption) including domestic production and
imports.

4 Tertiary effects
As imports have changed, exports from other countries will reduce as well:

Tregion−export = Tregion−export − Tregion−export

Ttotal−export
∗ ∆import

Note that ∆import comes from the region in which the intervention was introduced.
Furthermore, one of the end of life fates impacted is waste trade and other regions
experience secondary effects in the simulation (see waste trade interventions).

5 Discussion
This technical note now turns to performance as well as interactions and future
work.
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5.1 Model fit
The model performance is likely poor on out of sample prediction given only
three data points. This provides, however, a reasonable approximation absent
other information.

5.2 Interactions
This intervention may interact with others in multiple ways but the primary
mechanisms are consumption and waste. First, this lever’s reductions are visible
in production and consumption-dependent interventions like minimum recycled
content. For example, a cap on virgin production can use this lever as “credit”
towards its goal before further reducing plastic generation to meet its target.
Second, this impacts waste like the amount of recyclable material available for
interventions such as minimum recycled content. To that end, the reduction in
available recycled material is visible for waste-dependent interventions including
caps on different waste streams.

In practice, this intervention places a constraint on production of plastics along-
side the constraints considered by other interventions and the “strictest” con-
straint is the one that is ultimately reported. The same holds true for waste
generation impact such that another intervention may “supersede” this lever if
the materials being reduced by this intervention do not allow that other lever to
achieve its goals.

Of course, some bans also target specific subsets of packaging such as polystyrene.
This intervention assumes that the removal of a polymer does not overall change
the behavior response to a tax on the remaining packaging products. Future
work may reconsider this stance with more detailed information.

5.3 Future work
• A different version of this intervention could look at price sensitivity curves

for specific products and simulate at the product level instead of the sector
level.

• A more sophisticated or accurate regression could be performed if additional
data points on behavior response to bans becomes available for each region.

• A more y(t) for ∆packaging could be derived from additional behavioral
economics study or empirical human trials.
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